WAVE RIDER SEAT

your global seat supplier

WAVE RIDER SEAT SPECIFICATIONS
The UnitedSeats Wave Rider is a Heavy Duty

The high comfort level of both versions is enhanced

mechanical suspension seat combining the comfort

by the seat tilt feature and seat cushion depth

of the UnitedSeats C2 Pro Mid Back seat or C7 Pro

adjustment.

High Back seat with a reinforced Grammer MSG85
suspension. This combination is specifically created

Slide rail adjustment provides 210mm of travel to

by UnitedSeats for arduous marine environments.

assist seat positioning.

It protects against harmful wave vibrations and

Easy fit options include adjustable armrests, headrest

shocks and provides a modern alternative to the now

and 2 inch retractable seat belt.

defunct KAB300 series seats.

Deluxe options include air lumbar support and heating
elements and marine pedestal with footrest.

The reinforced Grammer suspension has successfully
passed:
1. IEC 60068-2-6:2008 environmental testing.
Part 2-6 tests - Test Fc: vibration (sinusoidal)
2. IEC 60068-2-27:2008 environmental testing.
Part 2-27 tests - Test Ea and guidance: shock. The
shock tests were effected at 3g/6g and 12g peaks.
The MSG85 has a vertical suspension travel of
160mm and has 60mm of height adjustment in 3
steps. The addition of the horizontal isolator also
reduces fore and aft wave buffeting.
The C2 Pro and C7 Pro uppers are available in deluxe
fabric or waterproof PVC options. The cushion
assemblies are easy to interchange, so ideal for repair.
The backrest assembly is fitted by a 4 bolt system
Wave Rider C2 Pro
(mid-back)

that allows the mid-back to be swapped to high back
in quick time.

Wave Rider C7 Pro
(high-back)

Your UnitedSeats contact:
Our distribution network makes it easy
to purchase the seat you’re looking
for. Please contact us for additional
information and pricing.
At UnitedSeats we are dedicated to providing a quality
service from the initial quotation to final product delivery. Our
commitment to service, knowledge and product availability
has made us the preferred source for your seating needs.

T. +44 (0)1594 529 757

•

F. +44(0)1594 - 528 245

•

E. info@unitedseats.com

•

I. www.unitedseats.com

